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Ip grants and other aids to sons who have become self-- tton and compensation fund
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needy families to supplement sufficient, moved away or for land settlement comoen- -

EgP UNRWA rations. In Gaza, the died." sation for abandoned prop- -

Pp Israeli authorities helped Mr. Gruen states that Is-- erty, and training to which

A UNRWA repair some 400 rael's approach to the Arab Israel would give substan- -
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war - damaged refugee refugee problem could be of tial financial support."

mmm homes. value given some degree of "The Refugee of Arab
"m November, 1968, Am- - Arab cooperation, hi a set- - Israel Conflict" traces the

B bassador Comay announced Uement by Foreign Minister development of the Arab ref- -I.- H that Israel would make a Abda Eban in October 1968, ugee problem from its ta- -
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PEACE ONLY SOLUTION

By MORTON YARMON

NEW YORK - The I
refugee problem cannot be

solved until there is peace

between Israel and th.

countries, but negotiation M
the problem can precede a

peace settlement, an author- - I
ity on the Middle East de- -

clared.

In a report entitled "The
M

Refugees of Arab - Israel

Conflict," published by I
American Jewsih Committee

as teh ninth in a series of

reports on subjects to it

foreign affairs pro
M

George Gruen; the mM

mlttee's Middle East spec-

ialist, recalled that Israeli

Foreign Minister Abda Eban

told the U. N. General

Assembly last October that PHMPP
Israel was willing to dis- - CHAPLAIN SEYMOUR
cuss a

plan for HOLIDAY FOODS RECEIV
the refugees in advance of MISSION ON JEWISH CHAP
peace negotiations. JEWISH WELFARE BOARD

Since the 1967 war," Mr. VICES IN A DESERT TEN
Gruen writes, "it has been ,,,

increasingly recognized that rangements that will emerge
while a just solution of the from an

problem Is vital to ment. If the difficult trans-a- n

peace settle- - ition can be made from war

ment, the question cannot be to peace, the problem, which

Isolated from other basic now looms so large, will be

elements, such as Israel's on the path to solution."

secure and recognized noun- - The need for a settlement

daries, freedom of naviga- - of the Arab refugee n

and guarantees of ter- - lem is becoming

inviolability and pol- - ly acute, Mr. Gruen points
itical independence. How- - out. "Even before the

Israel has suggested break of hostilities in 1967,"
that consideration of the re- - he states, "the United

problem could precede tions Relief and Works a

peace settlement." ency for Palestine Refugees
Mr. Gruen adds-- "How in the Near East (UNRWA)

many of the Arab refugees ws to meet

will ultimately be living as its normal expenses. In

of Israel, of Jor- - cent years, it has incurred

dan and other Arab coun- - increasing deficits. The

or of some sort of ted States has provided more

autonomous Palestinian than of the $629

Arab state will depend on million expended by UNRWA

territorial and other 1950 through 1968, but
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Congress has become - Pointing out that the major

cerasingly reluctant to con- - portion of aid to Arabs has

tinue to contribute such a been provided by UNWRA,

disproportionate share of the Mr. Gruen details some of

funds. It has also hesitated the organization's difficul- -

to approve grants without ties. "A vital question rais- - i

evidence of action to reform ed in recent years," he says,

UNRWA's relief roll sys- - "is whether UNRWA origi-- M '
tern." nally set up to deal with an

Arabs were not the only emergency situation and now Mk
victims of the Middle East staffed almost wholly by S
conflict, Mr. Gruen stress- - Arab refugees, provides the

es. "Consideration of the most effective means of HAI

problems of persons dis- - dealing with the problem.

placed since the 1967 Arab- - UNRWA's vocational and

Israel conflict," he says,
technical training programs

"should include the more have enabled an incresaing

than 15,000 Jews in Arab number of refugees to attain

countries who fled mob vio- - economic independence, but

lence and severe official re- - experts in the field believe

strictions during and after that the situation requires

the June war. The plight programs of re- -

of these refugees, and of patriation or resettlement ?S!5

Jews arrested and still im- - with compensation."

prisoned in Arab countries. Complicating tje picture,

also merits attention." MR. Gruen declares, is lack

It should not be overlooked or knowledge about the ac- -
, , . .i
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